International Open Tender for “SERVICE of a Pan-European Tour Performance”

Concept Proposal

Reference: WWGVC/EC/EUROPE/2020/IOT2

WeWorld GVC Onlus (WeWorld GVC), NGO active in 27 countries, has received a grant from the European Commission and it intends to launch a procedure in the framework of the project entitled “End Climate Change, Start Climate of Change. A Pan-European Campaign to build a better future for climate induced migrants, the human face of climate change - Grant Contract CSO - LA/2019/410-153” (DEAR Programme)

Service to be provided
The subject of this tender procedure is the execution of the following service:

the production and execution of a contemporary circus performative arts performance - including the set design - and the organization of a European Tour in 10 countries (Greece, Bulgaria, Hungary, Slovenia, Poland, Germany, Italy, Portugal, France, Belgium), to raise awareness amongst youth (16-35) on the nexus between migration and climate change.

Instructions to bid for the concept proposal are comprehensively explained in the Tender Dossier.

The Tender Dossier will be available only via email and on request to the following email address: rachele.ponzellini@gvc.weworld.it and federica.massanova@weworld.it from Tuesday 11th August 2020 to Wednesday 30th September 2020.

Eligible bidders must submit the Tender Dossier by required deadline.

The deadline for tender submissions is Wednesday 30th September 2020, at 18:00 (CEST). Additional information or clarifications/questions will be published on WeWorld GVC website.

Tender Dossiers sent after the deadline will not be considered.